DATE:

June 21, 2022

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Chief of Police

SUBJECT:

Military Equipment Use Policy: Introduction of an Ordinance Approving
Military Equipment Use Policy No. 706 Regarding the Hayward Police
Department’s Funding, Acquisition, and Use of “Military Equipment,” as Defined
by Assembly Bill 481

RECOMMENDATION
That the Council introduces an Ordinance (Attachment III) approving a Military Equipment
Use Policy (Attachments II and IV) regarding the Hayward Police Department’s (HPD)
funding, acquisition, and use of military equipment, as defined in Assembly Bill (AB) 481.
SUMMARY
On January 1, 2022, AB 481, which governs the funding, acquisition, and use of military
equipment by law enforcement agencies in the state of California, went into effect. AB 481
specifically requires all law enforcement agencies in California to obtain the approval of
their respective governing bodies before funding, acquiring, or using equipment now
defined under AB 481 as “military equipment.” As the governing body for the HPD, Council
is tasked with reviewing and approving, via ordinance at a public meeting, a policy
consistent with the requirements in AB 481. The purpose of this staff report is to present
information to the Council regarding the proposed policy, ordinance, and the relevant
equipment currently in the HPD’s inventory. Additionally, this staff report will highlight
HPD’s community engagement efforts, address some of the concerns raised, and will
provide recommendations to approve the Military Equipment Use Policy and adopt the
ordinance.
If Council does not approve the policy via the adoption of the ordinance, then HPD must
cease the use of all equipment now defined as “military equipment.” Such would be
detrimental to the HPD and the safety of community members and officers alike, as
explained further in this report.
BACKGROUND
On September 30, 2021, Governor Newsom signed a series of eight (8) pieces of policing
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reform legislation aimed at increasing transparency around policing. AB 481 was one of
those pieces of legislation. AB 481, which became effective on January 1, 2022, was created
to address transparency issues in the funding, acquisition, and use of law enforcement
equipment that lawmakers have deemed to be “military equipment.” AB 481, codified at
California Government Code Section(s) 7070 through 7075, requires law enforcement
agencies to “commence a governing body approval process,” for the adoption of a military
equipment use policy by ordinance, in a public forum, by May 1, 2022, in order to continue
the use of previously acquired “military equipment.” The bill also requires such approval
(of the policy by ordinance), by the governing body in a public forum, before a law
enforcement agency may fund, acquire, or use new “military equipment.” Moreover, the
bill requires further public review and approval actions by the governing body, annually, to
continue the use of “military equipment,” and requires the City to host annual community
meetings regarding the agency’s use of “military equipment” under the bill. These
requirements are more specifically outlined below.
The term “military equipment,” as used in the legislation, does not necessarily indicate
equipment used by the military. Items deemed to be “military equipment,” include, but are
not limited to equipment such as unmanned vehicles, command and control vehicles,
armored vehicles, pepper balls, less lethal shotguns, and long-range acoustic devices.
These types of equipment, as well as others considered “military equipment” under AB 481,
are commonly used and employed by law enforcement agencies across the country to
enhance resident and officer safety.
AB 481 “Military Equipment”:
The following law enforcement equipment is now deemed to be “military equipment” for
purposes of adhering to AB 481 under §7070(c):
1. Unmanned, remotely piloted, powered aerial or ground vehicles.
2. Mine-resistant ambush-protected vehicles or armored personnel carriers.
3. Humvees, two and one-half-ton trucks, five-ton trucks, or wheeled vehicles that have a
breaching or entry apparatus attached.
4. Tracked armored vehicles that provide ballistic protection to their occupants and utilize
a tracked system instead of wheels for forward motion.
5. Command and control vehicles that are either built or modified to facilitate the
operational control and direction of public safety units.
6. Weaponized aircraft, vessels, or vehicles of any kind.
7. Battering rams, slugs, and breaching apparatuses that are explosive in nature.
8. Firearms of .50 caliber or greater. Standard issue shotguns excluded.
9. Ammunition of .50 caliber or greater. Standard issue shotgun ammunition is excluded.
10. Specialized firearms and ammunition of less than .50 caliber, including assault weapons
as defined in Sections 30510 and 30515 of the Penal Code, with the exception of
standard issue service weapons and ammunition of less than .50 caliber that are
issued to officers, agents, or employees of a law enforcement agency or a state
agency.
11. Any firearm or firearm accessory that is designed to launch explosive projectiles.
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12. “Flashbang” grenades and explosive breaching tools, “tear gas,” and “pepper balls.”
13. Taser Shockwave, microwave weapons, water cannons, and the Long-Range Acoustic
Device (LRAD).
14. The following projectile launch platforms and their associated munitions: 40mm
projectile launchers, “bean bag,” rubber bullet, and specialty impact munition (SIM)
weapons.
15. Any other equipment as determined by a governing body or a state agency to require
additional oversight.
16. Notwithstanding paragraphs (1) through (15), “military equipment” does not include
general equipment not designated as prohibited or controlled by the federal
Defense Logistics Agency.
A current list of equipment (Attachment IV) contained in HPD’s inventory is attached to
this staff report and is a part of the Policy (Exhibit A) at issue. The department does not
currently utilize some of the equipment on the above list – the list in Attachment IV
identifies under which category from the above list HPD’s equipment falls.
AB 481 Legal Requirements:
To continue to use, seek funding for, or acquire any of the above equipment, a law
enforcement agency must obtain approval of its governing body (the City Council) “by an
ordinance adopting a military equipment use policy at a regular meeting of the governing
body held pursuant” to the Brown Act. Gov’t Code. § 7071(a)(1). The law enforcement
agency must “commence” the “governing body approval process,” in accordance with AB
481, by “no later than May 1, 2022.” § 7071(a)(2). The process is “commenced” by
“submission of the proposed military equipment use policy to the governing body.” Id.
Once the proposed policy is provided to the governing body, the governing body (City
Council) has 180 days to approve of the continuing use of military equipment, including by
adoption of the proposed policy. Id. If the use of military equipment and proposed policy
are not approved within that timeframe, the agency must cease all use of such equipment
until such approval is received. Id.
For transparency purposes, the bill requires that the proposed policy (to be submitted to
the governing body for approval), be made available “on the law enforcement agency’s
internet website at least 30 days prior to any public hearing concerning the military
equipment at issue.” § 7071(b). Moreover, the governing body (City Council) is required to
consider the proposed policy, “as an agenda item for an open session of a regular meeting
and provide for public comment in accordance with” the Brown Act. § 7071(c).
The proposed policy, must, at a minimum, contain the following: (1) a
description of each type of military equipment, quantity sought, its capabilities, expected
lifespan, and product descriptions from manufacturer; (2) the purposes and authorized
uses for which the agency proposes to use each type of equipment; (3) the fiscal impact of
each type of equipment, including initial costs of obtaining the equipment and the
estimated annual cost for maintaining the equipment; (4) the legal and procedural rules
that govern each authorized use; (5) the training that must be completed before an
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employee is allowed to use each type of equipment; (6) the mechanisms in place to ensure
compliance with the policy, including which independent persons or entities have
oversight/authority, and, if applicable, what legally enforceable sanctions are put in place
for violations of the policy; and (7) the procedures by which members may register
complaints or concerns about the use of equipment and how the agency will ensure the
complaints or concerns are received and responded to in a timely manner. HPD’s Military
Equipment Use Policy is included with this memo as Attachment I. § 7070(d).
In reviewing the proposed policy, the City Council shall only approve the policy if it
determines the following: (1) the equipment is necessary because there is no reasonable
alternative that can achieve the same objective of officer and civilian safety; (2) the
proposed policy will safeguard the public’s welfare, safety, civil rights and civil liberties; (3)
the equipment, if being purchased, is reasonably cost effective compared to available
alternatives that can achieve the same objective of officer and civilian safety; and (4) prior
military equipment use complied with the military equipment use policy that was in effect
at the time, or if it did not, corrective action has been taken to remedy nonconforming uses
and ensure future compliance. § 7071(d)(1).
Following the approval of any such policy, the proposed or final policy must be made
publicly available on the law enforcement agency’s website for as long as the military
equipment is available for use. §7071(d)(2). Moreover, the law enforcement agency must
submit, to the City Council, within a year of approval, and annually thereafter for as long as
the military equipment is available for use, a “military equipment report for each type of
military equipment approved by the governing body.” § 7072. The report must include the
following information: (1) A summary of how the military equipment was used and the
purpose of its use; (2) a summary of complaints or concerns received regarding military
equipment; (3) the results of internal audits, any information about violations of the Policy,
and actions taken in response; (4) the total annual cost for each piece of equipment,
including the cost of acquisition, personnel, training, transportation, maintenance, storage,
upgrade, ongoing costs and information about where source funds will be provided from in
the calendar year following the submission of the annual report; (5) the quantity of each
type of equipment possessed; and (6) whether the agency intends to acquire additional
military equipment next year and the quantity sought for each. Id.
Within 30 days of submitting and publicly releasing the annual military equipment report,
the law enforcement agency must hold “at least one well-publicized and conveniently
located community engagement meeting, at which the general public may discuss and ask
questions regarding the annual military equipment report” and the funding/use of
equipment. § 7072(b)
Additionally, the City Council must review the ordinance that it has adopted, approving of
the funding, acquisition, or use of military equipment, at least annually, and vote on
whether to renew the ordinance at a regular meeting held pursuant to the Brown Act. §
7071(e)(1). During the review process, the City Council must determine, based on the
military equipment report submitted under § 7072, whether each type of military
equipment in the report has complied with the standards for approval set forth in
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§7071(d)(1). §7071(e)(2). If it determines a type of equipment identified in the report has
not complied with the standards for approval, the City Council must either disapprove of
the renewal or require modifications to the military equipment use policy in a manner that
will resolve the lack of compliance.
DISCUSSION
By its very nature, law enforcement is an increasingly difficult and dangerous job. History has
shown that armed encounters between law enforcement officers in the United States and
heavily armed, violent offenders can be traced back to the prohibition era of the 1920s.
During this time, communities were impacted by offenders and organized crime groups who
were often armed with automatic weapons, wearing body armor, and using military style
tactics to commit offenses (e.g., bank robberies, shootings, etc.). Since that time, law
enforcement officers continued encountering heavily armed individuals and groups who were
willing to engage in armed confrontations. Traditional methods of law enforcement response
placed officers and community members at risk, so new equipment and methods of response
had to be developed.
In addition to increased contacts with heavily armed, violent offenders, high-profile
international, state, and local incidents contributed to the evolution of law enforcement
response and equipment. While this is certainly not an exhaustive list, below are several
incidents that led to changes in methods of response and equipment for law enforcement
agencies in the United States, including the HPD:
-

-

-

Los Angeles, California: In the 1960s, the first Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)
Team was formed in response to several incidents involving snipers firing upon
community members and officers during rioting.
Munich, Germany: Multiple Israeli athletes were killed during a hostage taking in the
Olympic Village during the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich, Germany. During a failed
rescue attempt, 9 hostages were killed as the German Police were not trained or
equipped to deal with such a sophisticated threat.
Hayward, California: In the mid-1970s, HPD officers responded to a call for service and
were fired upon by a subject armed with a high-powered rifle. A 72-hour stand-off
ensued after the subject barricaded himself inside his residence and HPD officers were
not trained or equipped to deal with such a sophisticated threat. Some HPD officers
were sent to retrieve their personal hunting rifles as they were not able to get close
enough to the residence without being fired upon. This led to the creation of the HPD’s
Special Response Unit (SRU).
Los Angeles, California: Two subjects, armed with high-powered rifles and body armor,
robbed a bank in the North Hollywood neighborhood of Los Angeles. LAPD officers,
armed only with pistols, revolvers, and shotguns, were considerably outmatched as
the subjects were armed with AK-47 and AR-15 style rifles, which can defeat body
armor. In total, nearly 2,000 rounds were fired, 12 LAPD officers were shot, 8
community members were shot, and both subjects were ultimately killed after LAPD
officers retrieved rifles from a nearby firearms dealer. After this incident, every law
enforcement agency in the United States moved to equip officers with carbine rifles.
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In addition to these historical events, recent national events have highlighted the need to
continually evaluate methods of response and to maintain “military equipment” in the HPD’s
inventory, including the following:
-

-

-

Buffalo, New York: A subject, armed with an AR-15 style rifle and wearing body armor,
entered a supermarket and began shooting people in what law enforcement officials
identified as a hate crime (all of the victims were members of the Black community). A
total of 10 people were killed, including a retired police officer working as a security
guard. The retired police officer exchanged gunfire with the subject and was killed
after rounds from his handgun failed to penetrate the subject’s ballistic vest.
Laguna Woods, California: A subject, armed with multiple firearms, entered a place of
worship and shot multiple people, killing one and critically injuring 5 others in what
law enforcement officials described as a “hate incident” (all of the victims were
members of the AAPI community).
Uvalde, Texas: A subject, armed with an AR-15 style rifle, shot his grandmother, then
drove to an elementary school where he shot multiple students and school staff
members in one of the deadliest school shootings in United States history. In total, 19
students and 2 teachers were killed, and 17 others were critically wounded. The law
enforcement response is being investigated by the Department of Justice and has
sparked debate regarding methods of response and “military equipment.”

According to ABC News, 11 mass shootings took place in the United States during the
weekend of June 3 – 5, 2022, including shootings in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (3 killed, 11
wounded), Chattanooga, Tennessee (3 killed, 11 wounded), Socorro, Texas (3 killed), and
Phoenix, Arizona (1 killed, 8 wounded). According to The Gun Violence Archive, there have
been 247 mass shootings, or shootings where at least 4 people were killed or wounded, in the
United States this year (as of June 6, 2022). Additionally, the following statistics from 2021
were shared during several community engagement events:
-

According to a study published by the FBI in May 2022, there were 61 active shooter
events in the United States in 2021 (a 52.5% increase from 2022 and a 96.8% increase
from 2017).
On average, there was at least one person shot per week in the City of Hayward in
2021.
On average, HPD officers seized at least one firearm every other day in the City of
Hayward in 2021.

Now, perhaps more than ever, law enforcement officers must have access to equipment that
will allow them to perform their duties safely and to address sophisticated threats like those
highlighted in the examples above. Much of the equipment listed in AB 481 and included in
the HPD’s inventory is to address some of the critical incidents our community members
expect us to safely resolve, such as:
-

High-risk offender apprehension
Barricaded subjects
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-

Hostage rescue
Dignitary protection
Crowd control
Active shooter response

At the same time, it is critically important that a balance is struck between providing law
enforcement officers with the equipment they need and the need to ensure accountability for
its use. It is incumbent upon law enforcement agencies to develop appropriate policies,
procedures, and training to ensure such equipment is being used properly. The HPD’s
equipment inventory (Attachment III) is governed by policies and procedures and can only be
used by HPD officers who have met all training requirements. Much of the equipment listed in
HPD’s inventory can only be used by members of the SRU during critical incidents and only
after SRU members have been trained and have shown proficiency.
It should be noted that much of the equipment listed in AB 481 has never been in HPD’s
inventory nor has HPD sought to acquire it. These categories include:
-

Category 3 (Humvees, two and one-half-ton trucks, five-ton trucks, or wheeled
vehicles that have a breaching or entry apparatus attached)
Category 4 (Tracked armored vehicles that provide ballistic protection to their
occupants and utilize a tracked system instead of wheels for forward motion)
Category 6 (Weaponized aircraft, vessels, or vehicles of any kind.)
Category 8 (Firearms of .50 caliber or greater. Standard issue shotguns excluded.)
Category 9 (Ammunition of .50 caliber or greater. Standard issue shotgun ammunition
is excluded.)
Category 11 (Any firearm or firearm accessory that is designed to launch explosive
projectiles.)
Category 13 (Taser Shockwave, microwave weapons, water cannons, and the LongRange Acoustic Device (LRAD).

HPD “Military Equipment” Usage
The following data includes the estimated uses of the items contained in the HPD equipment
inventory for the last 5 years, both operationally and in training (2017 to the present):
Operational Use:
-

Robot (30)
UAS (26)
Armored Personnel Carrier (200-250)
Command and Control Vehicle (85)
Breaching Shotgun (0)
Carbine Rifles / Precision and Long Rifles (2)
NFDDs (10)
CS / OC Munitions (5)
FN 303 Less Lethal Launcher (2)
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-

40 mm Less Lethal Launcher (25-30)

Training Use:
-

Robot (5)
UAS (5)
Armored Personnel Carrier (150)
Command and Control Vehicle (12)
Breaching Shotgun (5)
Carbine Rifles / Precision and Long Rifles (50)
NFDDs (5)
CS / OC Munitions (5)
FN 303 Less Lethal Launcher (5)
40 mm Less Lethal Launcher (20)

It should be noted that, per AB 481, the HPD will be tracking usage for each item listed in the
HPD’s equipment list and will be reporting usage to the Council on an annual basis.
Community Engagement Efforts
As part of the HPD’s ongoing efforts to be transparent, provide information, and engage the
community in dialogue regarding AB 481 and the “military equipment” contained in the HPD’s
equipment inventory, the following steps have been taken:
-

-

-

On April 11, 2022, the HPD and City staff created an informational web page1, which is
prominently displayed on the front of the HPD website and contains information
regarding AB 481, the HPD’s equipment inventory, and proposed policy documents.
A Council Work Session was held on April 26, 2022, during which the provisions set
forth in AB 481, the HPD’s equipment inventory, and draft policy documents were
discussed with the Council. This Council Work Session was a public meeting, which
included a public comment period and provided a space for Council members to
engage in dialogue with HPD staff regarding “military equipment.”
The HPD held virtual community engagement meetings on May 26, 2022, and June 6,
2022, during which information regarding the HPD’s equipment inventory was shared,
questions were asked and answered, and community members expressed concerns
and shared perspectives on the impacts of possessing “military equipment.” These
meetings were recorded and can be viewed by community members on the HPD
website.
The HPD held an in-person community engagement event at the North Resource
Center on June 11, 2022, during which HPD’s “military equipment” was displayed and
HPD staff members were present to engage in dialogue with community members.
The HPD created an informational video regarding AB 481 and the HPD’s equipment
inventory, which can be viewed by community members on the HPD website.

1

Proposed Military Equipment Use Policy: funding, acquisition, and use | City of Hayward - Official website
(hayward-ca.gov)
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Additionally, the HPD specifically provided final drafts of the proposed Military Equipment
Use Policy, the ordinance, and the HPD equipment inventory to the following community
groups:
-

The Community Advisory Panel (CAP) to the Chief of Police
The Hayward Community Coalition
The Hayward Concerned Citizens

Community Feedback
During conversations and written feedback regarding AB 481, the Military Equipment Use
Policy, and the HPD equipment inventory, there were several themes and concerns that
surfaced. These themes and concerns included the following:
-

Concerns Regarding the Inclusion of CS (commonly referred to as “tear gas”) in the HPD’s
inventory:
CS, or “tear gas”, is equipment commonly possessed by law enforcement agencies
across California and the United States. It is a less-lethal force option designed for use
during high-risk incidents, including riots and certain critical incidents (e.g., barricaded
subjects, tactical operations, etc.). The use of CS during such high-risk incidents is
strictly governed by HPD policy, AB 48, and California Penal Code section 13652 and
can only be used during qualifying incidents with the approval of an Incident
Commander. Additionally, there is no effective alternative to CS that HPD, or any other
California law enforcement agency, is aware of.

-

Concerns Regarding the International Chemical Weapons Convention Ban on the Use of
Riot Control Agents (RCAs) During Warfare:
According to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the 1925 Geneva
Convention led to the adoption of the Geneva Gas Protocol as international law and
prohibits the use of asphyxiating, poisonous, or “any other” gases during war (the
protocol does not specifically list CS or other gases). Additionally, according to the
Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), the International
Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) confirmed the restriction of using “riot control
agents (RCAs)”, which are defined as “any chemical…which can produce rapidly in
humans sensory irritation or disabling physical effects which disappear within a short
time following termination of exposure (Article II(7))”, as methods of warfare.
However, Article II(9) provides for “Purposes Not Prohibited Under This Convention”
and includes an exception for the use of RCAs by law enforcement for domestic riot
control purposes (Article II(9)(d)), among others. Additionally, the UN, including the
United States Military, has used RCAs during riots while assigned to peacekeeping
missions. Further, the United States Naval Handbook acknowledges the international
agreement to prohibit the use of RCAs as “methods of warfare”, but notes the CWC
does not define that term (Section 10.3.2). The United States Naval Handbook also
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provides for the use of RCAs, with presidential approval, in “defensive military modes
to save lives”, including “riot control situations in areas under effective U.S. military
control, to include rioting prisoners of war” (Section 10.3.2.1).
-

Concerns Regarding the HPD’s Use of “Military Equipment” During
Protests/Demonstrations:
There exists a legal distinction between a protest or demonstration, which is a public
expression of disapproval and is an individual right granted under the First
Amendment of the United States Constitution’s Bill of Rights, and a riot. According to
the California Penal Code Section 404(a), a riot is defined as “any use of force or
violence, disturbing the public peace, or any threat to use force or violence, if
accompanied by immediate power of execution, by two or more persons acting
together, and without the rule of law”. As such, the HPD would not use “military
equipment”, including CS, during a protest or demonstration nor would “military
equipment” be used indiscriminately on a crowd. Additionally, there exist HPD
policies that restrict the use of “military equipment” during protests or
demonstrations as a matter of routine and several statutes that clearly define the
circumstances under which CS can be used in a riot (e.g., AB 48, California Penal Code
Section 13652, etc.).

-

Concerns Regarding the HPD’s “Military Equipment” Inventory Volume and Current
Deployment Model:
The HPD’s equipment inventory volume, particularly the number of carbine rifles,
rounds of ammunition, and CS/OC munitions, are based upon annual anticipated
operational and training needs. Because the HPD cannot predict when or where
critical incidents will happen, the HPD has carbine rifles in every patrol vehicle and
motorcycle in the field, which has been a standard deployment model for years among
California law enforcement agencies. In addition, the HPD maintains a pool of carbine
rifles for training and to replace those pulled from service for maintenance or repairs.
Ammunition needs are assessed annually and take into account projected training,
including continuous professional training (CPT), SRU training, hiring (lateral officers
and trainees in the academy), etc. CS/OC munitions have a 5-year shelf life and, once
they reach that point, they are used for training and replaced. The HPD often
maintains overstock on these items as experiencing supply chain, shipping, or product
manufacturing delays is commonplace, as we compete with other law enforcement
agencies and the military when purchasing this equipment.

-

Authorization for the Use of “Military Equipment”:
Most of the items included in the HPD’s equipment inventory are specifically
maintained and used by the SRU during high-risk, critical incidents. Like the HPD, the
SRU has a hierarchical structure, with a Commander (Lieutenant), Assistant
Commander (Sergeant), and Team Leaders (Sergeants). When critical incidents occur,
including those that don’t rise to the level of a SRU activation, the HPD utilizes the
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Incident Command Structure (ICS) where a Lieutenant is designated as the Incident
Commander with operational control over HPD’s response. Authorization to use the
“military equipment,” including the robot, UAS, command and control vehicles,
breaching shotgun, NFDDs, chemical agents, or specialty impact munitions, rests with
the Incident Commander and/or the Tactical Commander.
-

Requests to Incorporate Exclusionary Language and Relevant Policy/Statute References
in the Military Equipment Use Policy:
During the community engagement events referenced above, 2 specific requests
surfaced regarding the HPD’s Military Equipment Use Policy (Policy 706). The first
was to incorporate exclusionary language in the Military Equipment Use Policy to
address the categories of “military equipment” not contained in the HPD’s inventory.
In response to this request, the HPD included Section 706.6 (Military Equipment
Exclusions) and incorporates language preventing the HPD from seeking to acquire,
borrow, or use items that fall within Category 3, Category 4, Category 6, Category 8,
Category 9, Category 11, and Category 13 as outlined in AB 481. The second request
was to specifically reference other relevant laws and/or policies in the Military
Equipment Use Policy. In response to this request, Section 706.2 incorporates
language requiring “military equipment” to be used in accordance with all other
applicable policies and laws. Those specifically referenced include HPD Policy 300
(Use of Force), HPD Policy 302 (Control Devices and Techniques), AB 48, and
California Penal Code Section 13652.

HPD Equipment Inventory – Removal of Specific Items
As previously mentioned, the HPD listened to concerns regarding the use of “military
equipment” during a protest or demonstration. After community engagement and dialogue
regarding the “military equipment” contained in HPD’s equipment inventory, HPD took a
comprehensive look at each item to determine whether it should remain and whether there
were effective alternatives. Based on this assessment, the HPD recommends the following
items be removed from the HPD’s equipment inventory:
-

(6) Model 1088 CS Stingerballs
(9) Model 1090 Stingerballs
(6) Model 1089 OC Stingerballs

These munitions are comprised of a rubber housing and contain combinations of CS, OC, flash
powder, and rubber balls designed for dispersal within a 50-foot radius. The use of these
munitions during a riot could inadvertently strike non-participants and/or those who do not
meet the criteria set forth in AB 48 and California Penal Code Section 13652. Unintended
injury could result and, given the common ground shared between HPD and community
members who expressed concerns regarding the indiscriminate use of munitions on a crowd,
the recommendation was made to permanently remove these munitions from the HPD’s
equipment inventory.
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FISCAL IMPACT
None.
NEXT STEPS
Upon approval of the Military Equipment Use Policy and the ordinance by the Council, the
HPD will continue to possess and use the authorized items in accordance with applicable
policies and laws. Further reports, community engagement efforts, and Council review will
occur annually as outlined above and in the Policy.
Prepared by:

Bryan Matthews, Deputy Chief
Amy Rothman, Deputy City Attorney

Recommended by:

Toney Chaplin, Chief of Police

Approved by:

____________________________________________
Kelly McAdoo, City Manager
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